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BoJ expected to discuss at December meeting whether to end
or extend special COVID-19 financing program
Special measure for purchases of commercial paper and
corporate bonds likely to end next March, but COVID-19
funding operations may be extended again
Bank may not want to act too hastily given emergence of
Omicron variant

BoJ to discuss ending special COVID-19 program at December meeting
The Bank of Japan Policy Board will meet for the last time this year on December 1617. This will follow meetings of the FOMC (Dec 14-15), the ECB Governing Council
(Dec 16), and the Bank of England (Dec 16). The FOMC is expected to discuss
whether to accelerate the pace of its tapering; the ECB, whether to end its Pandemic
Emergency Purchase Programme (PEPP); and the BoE, whether to carry out its first
rate hike since the pandemic began. The BoJ’s policy-setting committee will decide
whether to wind down the Special Program to Support Financing in Response to the
Novel Coronavirus ("special COVID-19 financing program" below) (Table 1), which is
set to expire at the end of March 2022. However, Japan’s economy has only just
begun to recover from the impact of the pandemic, and with core CPI inflation only
barely in positive territory, there are few concerns about rising prices. We therefore
expect the Bank will partially extend the special COVID-19 financing program and
reiterate its intention to continue YCC, with its short-term policy rate of -0.1% and a
target of "around zero percent" for the 10-year JGB yield.

TABLE 1: OVERVIEW OF SPECIAL PROGRAM TO SUPPORT FINANCING IN RESPONSE TO THE NOVEL
CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19)

Source: MUMSS, from BoJ
Contributed by Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities Co., LTD.
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Bank seen ending special measure for asset purchases while extending
COVID-19 funding operations
The special COVID-19 financing program consists of two components: 1) a special
measure that raises the ceiling on the Bank’s holdings of commercial paper and
corporate bonds to JPY20 trillion and 2) operations to help small businesses obtain
necessary funding during the pandemic ("COVID-19 funding operations"). We see a
high probability of the BoJ winding down the former as scheduled at the end of March
while extending the latter until end-September 2022. Deputy Governor Masayoshi
Amamiya had the following to say regarding the timing of the decision at his
December 8 press conference: "As this measure expires at the end of March and it
would not be appropriate to postpone a decision on it until the very end, I expect a
decision to be made in December or January."
Kuroda notes reduced need for special measure

Governor Kuroda and a number of other BoJ officials have indicated that the
need for the special measure on purchases of commercial paper and
corporate bonds has diminished. At a press conference on November 16,
Mr. Kuroda said that businesses’ precautionary demand for liquidity had
subsided, with many large firms in particular opting to repay loans. Deputy
Governor Amamiya echoed this on December 8 when he said that "the
environment for issuance of commercial paper and corporate bonds is
extremely healthy." The financial position and CP issuance conditions DIs in
the BoJ Tankan (Graphs 1 and 2) have shown slow but steady
improvements after deteriorating sharply last spring. This trend did not stop
even in Jul–Sep this year, when the Delta variant caused a surge in the
number of Japanese COVID-19 cases and the government issued its fourth
state of emergency declaration.

GRAPH 1: TANKAN FINANCIAL POSITION DI

Source: MUMSS, from BoJ

Contributed by Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities Co., LTD.
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GRAPH 2: TANKAN CP ISSUANCE CONDITIONS DI

Source: MUMSS, from BoJ
BoJ may adopt interim measure after special measure ends next March
The BoJ’s holdings of commercial paper and corporate bonds at the end of
November amounted to JPY3.2 trillion and JPY8.2 trillion, respectively, for a total of
JPY11.4 trillion, which is substantially less than the upper limit of JPY20 trillion set
under the special measure. In addition, monthly purchases have fallen sharply from
their peak immediately after the pandemic struck, with the Bank now buying just
JPY125 billion in bonds maturing in 1-3 years and JPY75 billion in bonds coming due
in 3-5 years (Graph 3). Once the special measure ends, the upper limit on holdings of
securities from a single issuer and the percentage of any issuer’s total issuance that
the central bank can hold will fall back to their original levels. The range of eligible
maturities for corporate bonds will also be shortened to 1-3 years from the current 15 years (Table 2). However, a sudden return to the original guidelines next April could
force the Bank to reduce its holdings, so we think the Policy Board may adopt an
interim arrangement regarding its holdings of securities from a single issuer
Asset purchases likely to continue in April and beyond
Eventually the Policy Board will need to decide what to do about the BoJ’s purchases
of commercial paper and corporate bonds in April 2022 and beyond. The guideline
prior to the pandemic was as follows: "As for CP and corporate bonds, the Bank will
maintain their amounts outstanding at about 2.2 trillion yen and about 3.2 trillion yen,
respectively." For now, at least, we do not think the BoJ has any intention of taking its
outstanding holdings back to pre-pandemic levels. After all, it announced at the
March 2021 Policy Board meeting that "a certain amount [of commercial paper and
corporate bonds] will continue to be purchased even after the purchases in response
to the impact of COVID-19 end." As there is no need to make an immediate decision
about its plans for next April and beyond, we think the Bank will probably opt to end
the special measure on schedule (in March) at the December or January meeting
and then decide what will replace it at the March 18-19 meeting. We see two likely
scenarios for the replacement program. In one, the BoJ sets an upper limit of around
JPY10 trillion on its holdings of commercial paper and corporate bonds, roughly
equivalent to current holdings, and leaves ongoing purchases up to the Financial
Markets Department. In the other, it sets no upper limit on holdings, but the Policy
Board makes decisions about ongoing purchases each month. We think the first
option would preserve policy flexibility and avoid creating the impression that the
Bank was removing accommodation, but this decision is likely to involve careful
consideration and ample consultation with market participants.
Contributed by Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities Co., LTD.
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TABLE 2: "SPECIAL MEASURE" FOR BOJ PURCHASES OF COMMERCIAL
PAPER AND CORPORATE BONDS
Operation principles
The maximum amounts outstanding of
a single issuer's CP and corporate
bonds to be purchased
The maximum share of the Bank's
holdings of CP and corporate bonds
within the total amount outstanding of
issuance by a single issuer
The remaining maturity of corporate
bonds to be purchased

100 billion yen

25%

CP: 500 billion yen
Corporate bonds: 300 billion yen

CP:50％
Corporate bonds:30％

1 year or more and up to 3 years

1 year or more and up to 5 years

Before COVID-19

Current

As for CP and corporate bonds,
the Bank will maintain their
Guidelines for purchases

Interim measure
(through end-Mar 2022)

The Bank will purchase CP and
corporate bonds with an upper

amounts outstanding at about 2.2 limit on the amount outstanding of
trillion yen and about 3.2 trillion
about 20 trillion yen in total until
yen, respectively.
the end of March 2022

Source: MUMSS, from BoJ

GRAPH 3: BOJ’S MONTHLY OFFERS FOR CORPORATE BONDS

Source: MUMSS, from BoJ
BoJ expected to extend COVID-19 funding operations for small businesses
Amounts outstanding under the COVID-19 funding operations for small businesses
now exceed JPY80 trillion (Graph 4), and we see little likelihood of these operations
being discontinued next March. Governor Kuroda noted in a speech on November 16
that "weakness has remained in financial positions of some small and medium-sized
firms in, for example, the face-to-face services industry that have been significantly
affected by COVID-19," and Deputy Governor Amamiya said that "small and mediumsized firms in the face-to-face services industry, which has been strongly affected by
COVID-19, have been slower to improve their financing" and that "the DI for financial
positions of small and medium-sized firms...for the face-to-face services industry
remains negative." In terms of policy coordination with the government, we think it
would be difficult for the central bank to decide at this point to end its support for
Contributed by Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities Co., LTD.
6
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corporate financing. After all, the Kishida cabinet just approved an economic stimulus
package with JPY55.7 trillion in spending last month and is rushing to pass a
supplementary budget for FY2021 to fund this package. We project the COVID-19
funding operations will be extended for six months, until end-September 2022. Some
market participants think the BoJ is more likely to add just three months to the
operations, but that would force it to hold discussions on a re-extension next spring
and would also complicate planning efforts by financial institutions.
Private-sector liabilities may be excluded from COVID-19 operations
Some Policy Board members and market participants may seek a reduction in the
size of the COVID-19 funding operations when they are extended. Each financial
institution has an upper limit on its participation in these operations (Table 1) defined
as the sum of 1) government-guaranteed loans made under the COVID-19
operations, 2) equivalent loans made by financial institutions to small businesses,
and 3) corporate bonds and other private-sector liabilities pledged as collateral to the
BoJ. If the special measure for purchases of commercial paper and corporate bonds
is discontinued, the third category might well lose its eligibility for these operations.
That said, we think a meaningful downsizing of the funding operations is not likely to
happen for some time yet. The BoJ will probably want to avoid making a hasty
decision -- after all, it is still too early to determine the economic impact of the
Omicron variant, which was confirmed at the end of November, and Japan will not
begin offering booster vaccines in earnest until next year. The Bank could modify the
upper limit or the terms of the facility in April or beyond if necessary.

GRAPH 4: BALANCES OUTSTANDING UNDER COVID-19 FUNDING
OPERATIONS REACH JPY80 TRILLION

Source: MUMSS, from BoJ

Contributed by Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities Co., LTD.
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TABLE 3: INTEREST SCHEME TO PROMOTE LENDING

Source: BoJ
Revisions to Interest Scheme to Promote Lending seen as unlikely
Under the Interest Scheme to Promote Lending, the BoJ currently pays a 0.2% rate
of interest on funds provided through the COVID-19 funding operations against loans
made by financial institutions on their own and a 0.1% rate on funds provided against
other loans (Table 3). Some market participants feel this represents excessively
favorable treatment and are calling for a reduction in the rate of interest or the eligible
amounts. While there is something to be said for such arguments, the Interest
Scheme to Promote Lending itself was not adopted in response to the pandemic. It
was introduced "with a view to enabling the Bank to cut short- and long-term interest
rates nimbly while considering the impact on the functioning of financial
intermediation" following the Bank’s "assessment for further effective and sustainable
monetary easing." As such, we think the BoJ is unlikely to consider revising this
facility along with the COVID-19 funding operations.
Summary
Like other central banks, the BoJ is moving to gradually scale back its crisisresponse measures with one eye on the pandemic and the pace of economic
recovery. However, Japan’s economy suffered from a negative output gap even
before the coronavirus struck, and its potential growth rate is now thought to be close
to 0% (both according to BoJ estimates; see Graphs 5 and 6). We project the Bank
will leave its low-interest-rate policy in place even after it winds down the emergency
measures adopted in response to the pandemic.

Contributed by Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities Co., LTD.
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GRAPH 5: BOJ ESTIMATES OF JAPAN’S OUTPUT GAP

Source: MUMSS, from BoJ

GRAPH 6: BOJ ESTIMATES OF JAPAN’S POTENTIAL GROWTH RATE

Source: MUMSS, from BoJ

Contributed by Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities Co., LTD.
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US Fixed Income: A market stuck in fast forward
Macro Thoughts: Another month goes by and another record inflation
reading out of the US with headline CPI for November coming in at
6.8%. The core CPI was also extreme and that is the one that worries
us the most given that only now are shelter costs starting to show up.
Survey-based inflation expectations show no signs of letting up and
that could lead to further price gains if this ultimately ends up in a
wage-price spiral ahead. NY Fed’s very own tabulated consumerbased inflation measure for 1-year just hit a new all-time high of 6%.
The labor data continues to show signs of healing as weekly claims
sit near multi-decade lows and the JOLTS data still show there are
plenty of labor shortages present in the US. Wage inflation, has been
robust with the latest ECI reading likely having caught the Fed’s
attention. However real wages are still not keeping up, perhaps that
will change in the New Year as corporate America increases wages
more broadly (versus those for workers in demand or switching jobs).
Meanwhile the arrival of the variant omicron has not led to major
changes in consumer behaviour as of yet (as seen by traffic patterns)
nor are US policy makers rushing to restrict economic activity either.
Fed Policy: At the time of writing, ahead of the last FOMC meeting of
2021, we are of the view that the Fed will try to strike the right
balance of hawkishness without over doing it given that it’s year-end.
The Fed will likely reduce its monthly bond purchases of USTs and
MBS, going from $15bn per month reductions (split $10bn in USTs
and $5bn in MBS), to $30bn per month (with the same ratio split).
With inflation not set to potentially decline until late Q2 of 2022 (at the
earliest) the Fed will also likely need to start lifting up short rates too.
We pull forward our 1st Fed hike expectations to June from
September 2022, with a hike every other six months until reaching
1.00-1.25%, at least for now. In our view they could also use the
September 2022 FOMC meeting to launch quantitative tightening
(QT) in lieu of a hike or two. We believe the Fed does not want to hike
rates to a point of inverting the curve at such low levels. Thus
introducing QT earlier than they did in the last cycle is a viable option.
Our Views: As markets get ready to put in another year in the books
the most glaring thing that we find a bit extreme is how fast the curves
have flattened. It’s almost as if the markets are operating in fast
forward and have skipped the hiking cycle and have already moved to
pricing in the recession that may or may not come after. Given how
much curves have moved and the quick shifts in positions lately, the
risk into year-end (and to a certain extent into early 2022) is that
some profit taking on these curve flatteners takes place relieving
some pressure in rates markets and that helps steepen out the curve.
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MAKING THE CASE FOR QT (IN ADDITION TO HIKES IN 2022)
The flatness of the curve has become a main topic for markets as the Fed prepares
to eventually tighten. Yet the rates market is signalling the most oddest of curve
behaviours ahead of a hiking cycle, yes, the deep forwards are inverting already.
Curve inversions tend to only happen when the Fed is far along with hiking rates (as
seen in 1994, 1999 and 2018). This is because the markets expect eventually in a
couple years’ time that the Fed will need to revert back to easing and cut rates.
We believe the Fed will eventually care about what the curve is suggesting and that
is one of the reasons why we believe they could potentially shrink the balance-sheet
(to help nudge up term premia out the curve and also replace 1-2 hikes) much
sooner than they did in the last tightening cycle. We have been pretty vocal that the
Fed kept the QE program up and running for too long. As seen below the Fed could
have started taper earlier in this past year. Instead the RRP became the relief valve.
The challenge now is that financial conditions, and the sentiment linked to it, are
intertwined with Fed’s balance-sheet. It’s why we view the Fed being in a catch-22
(yes in 2022), where higher real rates/tighter FCI will do a lot of the Fed’s tightening.

REVIEWING EURODOLLAR RATE CURVE INVERSION VS FED HIKING CYCLES

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy

THE FED’S BALANCE-SHEET EVOLUTION AND HOW THE RRP HELPED QE

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy
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FX
The US dollar on a DXY basis broke higher over the month since our
November Global Markets Monthly – the DXY Index has indeed
traded above the 96.000-level for the most of the period since,
consolidating at higher levels that in our view points to the potential
for further gains ahead. Like in recent months, we continue to favour
the US dollar with the Federal Reserve illustrating through
communications a greater concern over upside inflation risks than
other major G10 central banks. Similar to the strong consensus in the
market, we expect the FOMC to confirm a faster QE taper tomorrow
and we also expect the dots profile to indicate around 2 rate hikes
more per year – broadly similar to current market pricing. Other key
G10 central banks (ECB, BoJ, BoE) are likely to continue to take a
less concerning view over the threat of inflation. But overall, tighter
monetary policy, a sharp slowdown in QE-related liquidity injections
will continue to support the US dollar over the coming months. That
should change later in 2022 (Q2-Q3 onwards) when markets pare
back some of the expectations on rate hikes from the Fed.
BASE CASE EXPECTATIONS, JPY, EUR & CNY
USD/JPY – BULLISH BIAS


MUFG Bank, Ltd.
A member of MUFG, a global financial group

Range: 111.00-116.00

In summary above we state DXY is higher than last month but USD/JPY is actually
th
below the levels from a month ago reflecting the significant risk-off move on 26
November fuelled by the emergence of the Omicron variant that forced investors to
reappraise positive assumptions on covid fading as negative factor for markets in
2022. The yen was the top performing G10 currency on that day.
The outperformance was largely a reflection of the scale of yen short positions built
up as US short-term yields increased due to the more hawkish stance of the Federal
Reserve due to inflation concerns. In the two-week period since just before the
Omicron shock, JPY shorts amongst Leveraged Funds have been cut by over 50%.
USD/JPY remains well below the pre-Omicron levels (above 115.00) and there is
likely some reluctance to re-establish short JPY positions ahead of this week’s
deluge of central bank policy announcements. There are six G10 central bank
th
meetings (including the BoJ on Friday 17 Dec) and seven key EM central bank
meetings as well. G10 FX implied vols remain elevated – some 1-week levels are the
highest so far this year and hence conditions are not conducive to re-establishing
carry positions. Still, we see scope for USD/JPY slowly retracing the Omicron drop
on the back of an FOMC meeting confirming market expectations of a more active
FOMC next year. The market could feasibly contemplate pricing more than three rate
hikes next year – we don’t expect the Fed to deliver that but the initial phase of
pricing such action is likely to see USD/JPY grind higher again.
Coupled with the positive US yield backdrop for USD/JPY, the yen could be
undermined over the coming months by the global inflation backdrop. Rising inflation
expectations tends to undermine JPY performance given this helps feed into
monetary easing through lowering real yields. While the emergence of Omicron
fuelled JPY demand as shorts were unwound, the consequences of another wave of
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covid globally could be a further reason for increased fears over inflation. That seems
to be the case in Japan. The 10-year breakeven rate has jumped sharply so far in
December, by 16bps in just six trading days, to trade at 0.52%, the highest level
since October 2018. Japan actual inflation data is beginning to jump after initially
remaining subdued. Annual PPI jumped to 9.0% in November, above the 8.5%
consensus and the ninth straight month of increase and the highest level since
December 1980.
General levels of volatility will need to subside in order for conditions to be conducive
for a renewed grind higher in USD/JPY. G10 FX volatility should subside once we are
through this busy week of key central bank meetings. But with year-end approaching
there is a risk this move higher for USD/JPY might not happen until the new year.
Thinning liquidity creates volatility. This is evident by the surge in repo rates in Japan
– an unusual occurrence that prompted the BoJ this week to purchase JPY 2tn worth
of government bonds under repo – the first time since 2006 the BoJ conducted an
overnight repo operation. A lack of foreign appetite for T-bills has been cited as one
reason for reduced liquidity.
Increased China uncertainty with additional property companies now coming under
selling pressure (Shimao Group Holdings Ltd.) and the rapid spread of the Omicron
covid variant suggest further reservations over the quick re-establishment of
USD/JPY carry positions. Overall though, we assume the Fed induced demand for
dollars will help lift USD/JPY although our bullishness is somewhat lower than in
previous months and the move higher may be curtailed to a degree by broader
volatility and elevated levels of uncertainty globally.

USD/JPY VERSUS RISK-OFF EPISODES (S&P > -3%) SINCE PANDEMIC

Source: Bloomberg, Macrobond, MUFG GMR

EUR/USD – BEARISH BIAS


Range: 1.1000-1.1600

The EUR has continued to weaken against the USD over the past month, and hit a
fresh year to date low of 1.1186. In the process the pair has almost fully reversed the
adjustment higher following the initial phase of the COVID shock in 2020. In the final
three months of 2019 prior to the pandemic, EUR/USD had averaged just over the
1.1050-level. We still believe there is scope for the EUR to weaken further against
the USD in the near-term but a large part of the adjustment lower has already played
out now. The pair has fallen by just over 10 big figures since late May. Further
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downside is more likely to prove more of a hard grind from here as the pair finds
stronger support closer to the 1.1000-level.
The emergence of the new Omicron COVID variant has introduced some more twoway price action for EUR/USD. The EUR initially staged a brief rally as market
participants took risk off the table in response to the more uncertain outlook for the
global economy next year. As we have seen in recent years, the EUR has tended to
outperform during risk off periods alongside the other low yielding currencies of the
JPY and CHF. The latest IMM report highlights that Leveraged Funds have been
building up short EUR positions in recent months. It has increased the risk of a short
squeeze higher for the EUR if fears over the negative impact from Omicron disruption
were to intensify. At the very least it will help to reduce the risk of the bearish trend
for EUR/USD extending much further heading into early next year.
On balance, we expect the Omicron variant to reinforce the fundamental argument
for a stronger USD relative to the EUR. There is higher risk of tighter restrictions
being re-imposed in Europe compared to in the US. Restrictions in Europe have
already started to be tightened in response to the recent sharp pick-up in COVID
cases even before the new Omicron variant takes hold. A greater reluctance to reimpose restrictions from local governments and states could lead to the US economic
recovery becoming even more advanced than in European economies. The eurozone economy is also facing a stronger headwind to growth from the higher gas
prices over the winter. The lingering threat of Russia invading the Ukraine again has
the potential to make the energy price hit to the euro-zone economy even worse.
At the same time, we expect the ECB and Fed to react differently to the Omicron
risks. The Fed has signalled that it is now putting more weight on upside inflation
risks and plans to speed up tightening plans. It could take a more significant negative
shock to the US economy to materially alter the Fed’s plans. In contrast, we expect
the ECB to continue to display more caution over tightening policy. Despite the
uncertainty we expect the ECB to stick to plans to end PEPP in March, but it will be
partly offset by a decision to increase monthly purchases under the APP from EUR20
billion at present. Overall, the ECB will remain one of the more dovish G10 central
banks as it continues to carry out QE through most if not all of next year. The ECB’s
updated inflation forecasts this week will show much higher inflation this year but
should still show it falling back below target in the coming years signalling that rates
hikes are not likely until 2023 at the earliest. In these circumstances, we are
maintaining our bearish bias for EUR/USD but the balance of risks is no longer as
heavily weighted to the downside.

EUR SHORTS HAVE INCREASED BUT STILL BELOW PRE-PANDEMIC LEVELS

Source: Bloomberg, Macrobond & MUFG GMR
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USD/CNY – BULLISH BIAS
Range: 6.3500–6.4000
Since late July, the CNY has resumed another round of appreciation. The CFETS
index (CNY against a basket currencies) now is at an elevated level of 102.86, a
level 12.6% stronger than that at the beginning of 2020. And USD/CNY reached a
low of 6.3430 last Thursday and currently is at a strong level of 6.3625. The
persisting strengthening of CNY happened despite the existence of China’s overall
weak economic fundamentals, there was a huge disconnect between the two. The
recent strength of CNY was due to strong support from the trade surpluses and
portfolio inflows. In fact, last week, Northbound stock connect recorded a net capital
inflow of RMB48.84bn, the highest weekly Northbound stock connect inflow to China
domestic stock market.
Under the government’s new general guideline of stabilizing overall economic
growth, at the evening of last Thursday (during the day, USD/CNY declined to 6.343),
the PBOC announced a 200bps increase in the reserve requirement ratio (RRR) for
foreign currency deposits with financial institutions to 9% from the existing 7%,
th
effective from December 15 . This was the second time this year that the PBOC
lifted forex RRR. In mid-June this year, PBOC raised the ratio also by 200bps to the
current 7% at a situation similar when CNY was on an appreciation trend against US
dollar. Given that the total amount of China’s foreign currency deposit is currently at
about USD1 trillion, 200bps increase in Forex RRR means a modest size of
USD20bn liquidity withdrawal from the commercial system.
We don’t think the appreciation trend of CNY will remain intact ahead, considering
the two-month long range bound behaviour of USD/CNY after the mid-June Forex
RRR increase, Thursday’s Forex RRR increase will likely alleviate some degree of
appreciation pressure on CNY in near term as well, as it makes USD liquidity
relatively scarce, compared with before, and market participants can see Chinese
th
government’s intention of cooling the strength of CNY. On December 10 , second
day of the Forex RRR increase announcement, the fixing of USD/CNY was set 179
pips higher than the Bloomberg survey fixing value, the largest positive deviation on
record (since the start of Bloomberg’s survey in June 2018) to stem CNY on a
cheaper direction. Actually, since 18 November, the PBOC has been persistently
setting the USD/CNY daily fixings higher than the Bloomberg survey. The PBOC has
been sending out clear signals that the Chinese government hope to cool down CNY.
We see no sizable depreciation of CNY neither in near term. So far this year, the
movements of CNY were largely decided by the market forces, market supply and
demand were the dominant forces in driving the appreciation of CNY against USD,
and against of a basket of currencies. Although the PBOC has an intention to limit
CNY’s strength or weaken CNY, it is still unlikely for the PBOC to aggressively
intervene in foreign exchange market directly to weaken CNY in near term, we only
expect a mild depreciation bias for CNY against USD for the month ahead,
considering also that CNY will likely be supported by exports and portfolio flows as
well (maybe not as strong though).
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RECENT FIXINGS TRIED TO GUIDE CNY WEAKER AGAINST US DOLLAR

Source: CEIC, MUFG GMR

KEY RISK FACTORS IN THE MONTHS AHEAD
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An FOMC meeting that is less hawkish than expected followed by an escalation
in Omicron risks globally would probably result in yields declining globally as
equity markets correct lower. This seems the greatest risk over the short-term to
a continued grind higher in USD/JPY. JPY shorts have been reduced but there is
scope for further liquidation that would likely propel USD/JPY further lower into
year-end. An escalation of China risks in the property sector could also
encourage a further liquidation of JPY shorts into year-end.



The main upside risk to our bearish EUR/USD view are posed by a sharper
global slowdown if the new Omicron COVID variant proves much more disruptive
than we are currently assuming. It could trigger another wave of position
adjustment amongst Leveraged Funds as they scale back exposure to risk
assets and trigger a short squeeze higher for the EUR. At the same time, it could
prompt the Fed to more seriously reconsider tightening plans in 2022 and partly
undermine the relative appeal of the USD vs. the EUR.



The main risks to our modest bullish bias for USD/CNY may still include stronger
China’s exports, stronger than expected capital inflows, stronger than expected
easing policies including credit policies for real estate sector and property
purchasers, to stabilize the downward economic pressure and boost market
sentiment regards Chinese financial market.
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European Credit
November and December brought back volatility to markets as
concerns over Omicron surfaced on the eve of Thanksgiving with low
market liquidity amplifying market moves. Mutations of COVID and
the development of new variants shouldn’t have been something
totally unexpected, and whilst we don’t have full clarity yet it didn’t
take long for the market to make to turn and pare back initial losses.
Synthetic credit indices spiked materially wider in November but since
have recovered with Main at 51bps and XO at 254bps.
Rates also rallied on the back of concerns about the new virus strand
leading 10 Bund down to yield of -0.36% and UST 10 year to 1.47%
all of which helped ease YTD total return performance. European new
issue markets have now mostly dried up as the investors focus on the
upcoming ECB meeting and updates on QE and PEPP tapering.
YTD IG TOTAL RETURNS RANGE BOUND +1% TO -1%
For the YTD Euro denominated senior indices are just in negative territory with €
Non-Financial Index -0.46% and € Financial Index -0.13% while higher beta
subordinated indices continue to outperform in-line with HY product as YTD returns
remain in the black with € Non-Financial Subordinate Index is +1.51% and €
Financial Subordinate Index at +0.76%.
Performance of HY in all currencies remains the best with $ US HY +4.60%, £ HY
+3.79% and € HY +3.23%. $ EM Sovereign is the bottom performer on our list at 1.86% and it has recently swapped places with the £ Corporate Index that is off
bottom but still at a negative total return of -1.36%, its recent relative outperformance
has been helped by the Gilt rally and lighter than expected issuance.

TABLE 1: 2021 YTD TOTAL RETURN PERFORMANCE

Index

2021 YTD

2020

2019

$ US HY Index

4.60%

6.17%

14.41%

£ HY Index

3.79%

4.59%

13.37%

€ HY Index

3.23%

2.76%

11.29%

€ Non-Financial Sub Index

1.51%

2.54%

12.62%

€ Financial Subordinated Index

0.76%

2.79%

10.30%

$ EM Corporate Index

0.08%

8.47%

15.18%

€ Financial Index

-0.13%

2.22%

5.71%

€ Non-Financial Index

-0.46%

2.86%

6.54%

€ Corporate IG Index

-0.49%

2.65%

5.68%

$ US IG Corporate Index

-1.06%

9.81%

14.23%

£ Corporate Index

-1.36%

9.3%

11.42%

$ EM Sovereign Index

-1.86%

5.67%

14.48%

Source: Bloomberg, ICE BofAML, MUFG
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YTD 2021 TOTAL RETURNS BY ASSET CLASS

Source: Bloomberg, ICE BofAML, MUFG
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EUROPEAN CORPORATES
Small drift wider with compression across sectors
It has been a mixed year for corporate credit which has drifted slightly wider this year
even as earnings and balance sheets recovered post the initial COVID-19 impact. On
an aggregate index level we saw € senior corporate spreads widen +14bps to
107bps with subordinate indices only moving +5bps wider to 238bps; most of the
widening occurred since the middle of November, as for the best part of the first 10
months of 2021 the senior space moved within a 10bps range, anchored between
85-95bps. The other theme to highlight was the compression of higher and lower
beta sectors in the IG space as the Tech space underperformed and Autos
outperformed over the past 12 months.

EURO CORPORATE SECTOR PERFORMANCE

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG
The recent bout of volatility was surprising but new COVID variant “Omicron” or other
mutations shouldn’t have been something totally unexpected and the market
bounced back equally quickly, plus the lack of new issuance has been very
supportive for corporate credit. Overall whilst we are wider on a spread basis
compared to mid-November we don’t believe that the recent market wobble should
derail central bank tightening, as corporate access to funding remains excellent and
credit curves remain flat. The ECB meeting on December 16th remains a key watch
point but we would be surprised if the easing is rash and not well signalled and we
expect an element of flexibility with regards to purchases to be retained by the ECB.

ECB’s corporate bond purchases
The upcoming ECB meeting should signal an end or at least a significant pivot away
from their noteworthy QE programmes and especially the PEPP. As we saw earlier
this year the ECB reduced monthly asset purchases by a modest amount in a well
flagged manner and we would imagine that they signal the upcoming end of the
PEPP come March 2022. We feel that the Governing Council will want to keep some
flexibility and imagine that some corporate purchases could be included in another
rebranded Asset Purchase Programme. Ultimately we feel that the support
programmes have worked well and have done the job they were designed for, credit
provision is plentiful, credit curves are flat and absolute rates are affordable and
when looking at individual companies, it’s clear that corporate focus has turned to
shareholder returns and M&A activity.
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The chart below illustrates the significant and consistent purchases of corporate
bonds via both the CSPP and to a lesser extent PEPP. The run rate of the CSPP has
remained relatively consistent at c.€5bn per month, and the PEPP programme has
supplemented these purchases further, albeit by a smaller and ever reducing amount
of between €1-2bn per month.

ECB CORPORATE BOND PURCHASES

Source: ECB, MUFG
Combined cumulative corporate bond holdings now stand at €350bn and the ECB’s
near constant purchasing demand has been instrumental in supporting demand in
Euro Investment Grade markets in both primary and secondary markets.
Sooner or later the eventual exit of the ECB will weigh on markets as it has been the
largest marginal buyer of credit for the past several years, but a silver lining remains
in the scale of the ECB’s balance sheet and a commitment to reinvest upcoming
maturities. We feel this will be materially supportive with estimated annual
reinvestments of between €15-25b for several years which will cushion the impact of
transition.

Euro Corporate Valuations
We feel it is hard to be bullish on credit from current valuations, while the last year
has been notable for an improvement in corporate credit fundamentals, sector
compression and outperformance of the HY, European IG spreads have drifted
slightly wider and total returns remain in negative territory.
There are a number of concerns on investors’ minds including the global reopening
on the back of the Omicron variant and rising cases, a number of macro themes
including concerns about inflation, timing and design of QE tapering as well as
geopolitical worries.
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We feel that the exit by the ECB should be manageable and will be well flagged and
that significant annual refinancing needs will act as an anchor even in the absence of
net purchases. However given current valuations risks look to be skewed to the
downside, and it is unclear who the marginal buyer of credit will be once the ECB
scales back.

SENIOR CORPORATE SPREADS

Source: iBoxx. MUFG
In terms of issuance we would be surprised to see 2022 senior issuance return to
2020 levels given high corporate cash balances but non-native Euro issuers will find
Euro funding attractive with relatively low all in yields. We expect ESG issuance to
continue to grow, in terms of sectors Real Estate should remain a beacon of activity
as issuers look to diversify from their usual bank funding model and hybrid activity is
set to keep pace, with liability-management remaining active as well as a healthy
pipeline to refinance 2022 and 2023 calls and no doubt some M&A to fund.
In summary, less ECB support, flat credit curves and sector/rating compression all
make us cautious on senior credit at current valuations, and we would expect
spreads to drift wider with greater disparity between names and ratings as well as
steeper curves. Given the late point in the cycle we would rather trade down in
duration were credit curves are flat, but we are happy owning low BBB and name
specific corporate hybrids when confident on the credit story.
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EUROPEAN BANKS
European banks remain relatively attractive within the credit space, we remain
constructive on the sector into 2022
We don’t change our stance on European banks credit as we maintain our
constructive view on the sector on the basis of satisfying results in 3Q21, resilient
balance sheets and the continually improving economic backdrop. The overall
resilience of the banks gives comfort around any potential setbacks on the covid
recovery path.
The chart here below sums it up quite neatly. The dramatic underperformance of the
European banks’ equity at the time of the Covid 19 outbreak has now been
recovered with an impressive and steady increase in the equity valuations since
November 2020. Even the fears from the omicron variant of the virus and any
potential new restrictions on the economies hardly eroded the performance.

EUROPEAN BANKS EQUITY TOTAL RETURN VERSUS CREDIT

Source: Markit, MUFG
We’ve pointed out that in recent years the main trend for European banks has seen
strengthening balance sheet but underwhelming profitability. With low interest rates
and high regulatory costs as well as stringent capital requirements and competition
from non-bank fintechs profitability will remain challenging but the outlook has
improved. Balance sheet strength is strong, with significant capital buffers as shown
in the chart below.
There is still massive funding support from the Central Banks and the ECB in
particular through the Long Term Refinancing Operations (TLTRO III) which has now
peaked at EUR2.2trn. TLTRO III had 10 operations done every 3 months since 14
August 2019 at which point the outstanding was close to EUR700bn, only when the
pandemic hit, did the amounts shoot up to over EUR2.2trn.
First maturities of TLTRO III are end Sep 2022 (followed by redemptions quarterly)
but more significant redemptions will only start in 2023, we expect the ECB to
smoothen this out to avoid cliff edges. We don’t expect major consequences from
this in 2022 in terms of funding or issuance for the European banks as bank deposits
with the ECB are also at record high levels, around EUR800bn.
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EUROPEAN BANKS 1H21 RETURN ON EQUITY AVERAGES AROUND 7.5%

Source: Company results, Bloomberg, MUFG
Issuance
With the bulk of the banks in our universe now at cruising altitude in terms of bail-in
senior, we believe that the non-bail in senior will be again the main component in
bank senior issuance in 2022. There is still some incremental bail in senior that
needs to be issued but in terms of TLAC the banks are already meeting their
requirements. The less restrictive approach to MREL subordinated requirements also
takes some issuance pressure off. There is around EUR52bn (Euro equivalent) of
bail in senior coming to maturity in 2022, which we expect to be refinanced and we
would expect perhaps another 20%-30% of incremental/pre-funding bail-in senior
issued, i.e. in the EUR60bn-70bn range. In non-bail in senior we expect the
EUR207bn equivalent that come due and we would add an incremental 10% to that
for balance sheet growth and another 10% for TLTRO repayments pre-funding for
2023. Hence we expect non-bail in senior issuance to be in the EUR220bn-230bn
range in 2022. In total senior issuance out of European banks in 2023 should land in
the EUR280bn-300bn range, i.e not far off the 2021 YTD EUR290bn equivalent.
In T2 we expect lower issuance than EUR32bn equivalent issued in 2021, we would
expect issuers with large T2 excesses versus regulatory buffers to decrease those
excesses over coming years, leading to lower issuance in T2. For 2022 we have T2
issuance expectations in the EUR20bn-EUR25bn range. In Tier 1 we expect the
broadly EUR15bn equivalent to be issued as we expect the 2022 calls to be called.
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LAST 12 MONTHS REDEMPTIONS AND ISSUANCE, NEXT 12 MONTHS REDEMPTIONS, EUROPEAN BANKS IN
EUR EQUIVALENT ACROSS ALL CURRENCIES

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG
Valuation
The sector decompressed in recent weeks, but we would expect the cash
build up to be re-deployed in late 2021 and in early 2022.
In USD we are neutral on duration (favouring 8-10y) but in higher beta
names, as at current lagging spreads the entry to a carry trade seems
worthwhile.
We see no immediate catalyst for a re-pricing in USD or EUR on the horizon
for now.
We don’t expect significant moves in the EUR curve and continue to prefer
the 5 year as the sweet spot.
Yields have recompressed somewhat after having backed out a bit, especially in
USD on the back of the rates moves. Now the USD subordinated banks yield is
closer to 2.5% from the 2.7% seen in May.
A similar move can be observed in the USD senior space. This higher slightly
tighter yield has left the spreads still close at their multi-year tights. We expect the
spreads to continue to trade sideways.
In Euro the space is less appealing as the rates movements have been more
modest, albeit big swathes of senior preferred are now in positive yield. In a credit
environment heavily intervened by the ECB the volatility remains very low and any
shorter term fluctuations seem to be driven by new issuance for.
We continue to see the best value in subordinated paper and we would continue
to focus on some of the recovery stories, such as DB, Societe Generale, Unicredit
whilst monitoring evolutions at BCP and Commerzbank which at some point will
become attractive in terms of relative value.
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YANKEE BANKS SPREAD SUBORDINATED AND SENIOR YIELDS AND ASW SPREAD

Source: iBoxx. Bloomberg, MUFG
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